Directions: Click on the link to the Picture, and answer the questions that correspond to that picture.

Picture #1
This is a picture of men putting ballots into bundles to be used in the election polling places during voting the next day. How does this promote active participation from voters?

Picture #2
This is a picture of voters waiting in line to vote outside a Zion, Illinois firehouse in 1911. What would people today wait in a line this long for? Do you think they would wait this long to vote? Why/why not?

Picture #3
This is a parade in Downtown Chicago (outside the Art Institute), being held for a presidential candidate. Describe the people. Is a parade a good idea? How does it create excitement about voting?

Picture #4
Once people got inside, they often faced long lines inside a polling place. This picture was taken inside a Chicago polling place. How could a line like this actually motivate people to vote? Would it motivate you?
**Picture #5**
Explain what Woodrow Wilson is doing in this picture. Do candidates today get this close to voters without security? How does that influence voting participation?

**Picture #6**
This is a picture of a line to vote in Arlington, Virginia. It was taken in 1944. What has changed in the nation since 1911 (specifically related to voting)? How is this line different from the one in Zion from 1911?

**Picture #7**
What does this graph show? Are you surprised by the numbers? What do you think can be done to change this?